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Ain't She Sweet? - Susan Elizabeth Phillips
2009-10-13
The girl everybody loves to hate has returned to
the town she'd sworn to leave behind forever. As
the rich, spoiled princess of Parrish, Mississippi,
Sugar Beth Carey had broken hearts, ruined
friendships, and destroyed reputations. But
fifteen years have passed, now she's come home
-- broke, desperate, and too proud to show it.
The people of Parrish don't believe in forgive
and forget. When the Seawillows, Sugar Beth's
former girlfriends, get the chance to turn the
tables on her, they don't hesitate. And Winnie
Davis, Sugar Beth's most bitter enemy, intends
to humiliate her in the worst possible way. Then
there's Colin Byrne...Fifteen years earlier, Sugar
Beth had tried to ruin his career. Now he's rich,
powerful, and the owner of her old home. Even
worse, this modern-day dark prince is planning
exactly the sort of revenge best designed to
bring a beautiful princess to her knees. But none
of them have reckoned on the unexpected
strength of a woman who's learned survival the
hard way. Ain't She Sweet? is a story of courage
and redemption...of friendship and laughter...of
love and the possibility of happily-ever-after.
This Heart of Mine - Brenda Novak 2015-03-31
After serving time for a crime she did not
commit, Phoenix Fuller returns to Whiskey
Creek where she hopes to get to know her son,

but meets resistance from her son's father, Riley
Stinson, who doesn't trust her or want her in
their son's life.
Honey Moon/Hot Shot - Susan Elizabeth Phillips
2005
Take off on an exhilarating journey into the
heart of contemporary romance in two glorious
novels from New York Times bestselling author
Susan Elizabeth Phillips. Honey Moon She has a
crazy name, a heart full of hope, and a passion
for making dreams come true…Honey Jane
Moon was a South Carolina orphan discovered
by Hollywood and made a child star. Now she's
all grown up, but her life is still a dramatic and
passionate roller coaster. Two men—Dash
Coogan, a cowboy legend, and bad boy actor
Eric Dillon—know how fiercely she lives and
loves. But what Honey wants most of all is the
family she never had. And when she falls in love,
she'll do it the only way she knows how…with all
her heart. Hot Shot Susannah Faulconer flees
her society wedding on the back of a bad boy's
Harley and enters a world for which no etiquette
book could ever prepare her. A world with men
such as Mitch Blaine, a corporate genius who
has no time for a rich California socialite, and
Sam Gamble, a charismatic visionary.
Electronics genius Yank Yankowski harbours an
invention that could change all their lives—if
they can survive the cutthroat business world.
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Now, the unforgettable woman called Hot Shot
must find the courage to see her dreams
through, on her own terms.
The Great Escape - Susan Elizabeth Phillips
2012-07-10
Perennial New York Times bestselling author
Susan Elizabeth Phillips now provides her fans
with The Great Escape from ordinary women’s
romantic fiction, featuring some of Phillips's
most adored characters, including Ted Beaudine
and Lucy Jorik. Lucy Jorik is a champ at not
embarrassing her family—not surprising since
her mother is one of the most famous women in
the world. But now Lucy has done just that.
Instead of saying "I do" to the most perfect man
she's ever known, Lucy flees the church and
hitches a ride on the back of a beat-up
motorcycle with a rough-looking stranger who
couldn't be more foreign to her privileged
existence. At his beach house on a Great Lakes
island, Lucy hopes to find a new direction . . .
and unlock the secrets of a man who reveals
nothing about himself. But as the hot summer
days unfold amid scented breezes and sudden
storms, she discovers a passion that could
change her life forever.
Wrong Alibi - Christina Dodd 2020-12-29
Perfect for fans of Lisa Jewell, New York Times
bestselling author Christina Dodd delivers an allnew thriller, featuring a bold and brash female
protagonist. WRONG JOB Eighteen-year-old
Evelyn Jones lands a job in small-town Alaska,
working for a man in his isolated mountain
home. But her bright hopes for the future are
shattered when Donald White disappears,
leaving her to face charges of theft,
embezzlement—and a brutal double murder. Her
protestations of innocence count for nothing.
Convicted, she faces life in prison…until fate
sends her on the run. WRONG NAME Evie's
escape leaves her scarred and in hiding, isolated
from her family, working under an alias at a
wilderness camp. Bent on justice, intent on
recovering her life, she searches for the killer
who slaughters without remorse. WRONG ALIBI
At last, the day comes. Donald White has
returned. Evie emerges from hiding; the fugitive
becomes the hunter. But in her mind, she hears
the whisper of other forces at work. Now Evelyn
must untangle the threads of evidence before
she’s once again found with blood on her hands:

the blood of her own family… “This is Dodd at
her brilliant best.” —Booklist (starred review) on
Strangers She Knows Dodd's twisty suspense
will have readers turning the pages and keeping
the lights on at night.
Match Me If You Can - Susan Elizabeth
Phillips 2009-10-13
You met star quarterback Kevin Tucker in This
Heart of Mine. Now get ready to meet his shark
of an agent, Heath Champion, and Annabelle
Granger, the girl least likely to succeed.
Annabelle's endured dead-end jobs, a broken
engagement . . . even her hair's a mess! But
that's going to change now that she's taken over
her late grandmother's matchmaking business.
All Annabelle has to do is land the Windy City's
hottest bachelor as her client, and she'll be the
most sought-after matchmaker in town. Why
does the wealthy, driven, and gorgeous sports
agent Heath Champion need a matchmaker,
especially a red-haired screw-up like Annabelle
Granger? True, she's entertaining, and she does
have a certain quirky appeal. But Heath is
searching for the ultimate symbol of success -the perfect wife. And to make an extraordinary
match, he needs an extraordinary matchmaker,
right? Soon everyone in Chicago has a stake in
the outcome, and a very big question: When the
determined matchmaker promised she'd do
anything to keep her star client happy . . . did
she mean anything? If Annabelle isn't careful,
she just might find herself going heart-to-heart
with the toughest negotiator in town.
Index of Patents Issued from the United
States Patent and Trademark Office - 1990
Kiss an Angel - Susan Elizabeth Phillips
2009-10-13
Pretty, flighty Daisy Devreaux can either go to
jail or marry the mystery man her father has
chosen for her. Arranged marriages don't
happen in the modern world, so how did the
irrepressible Daisy find herself in this fix? Alex
Markov, as humorless as he is deadly handsome,
has no intention of playing the loving
bridegroom to a spoiled little feather-head with
champagne tastes. He drags Daisy from her
uptown life to a broken down traveling circus
and sets out to tame her to his ways. But this
man without a soul has met his match in a
woman who's nothing but heart. Before long,
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passion will send them flying sky high without a
safety net... risking it all in search of a love that
will last forever.
Just Imagine - Susan Elizabeth Phillips
2013-05-14
Two hard-headed, passionate people . . . Two
stubborn opponents with tender souls . . .
Sometimes wars of the heart can only be won
through the sweetest of surrenders. The War
Between the States may be over for the rest of
the country, but not for Kit Weston. Disguised as
a boy, she's come to New York City to kill Baron
Cain, the man who stands between her and
Risen Glory, the South Carolina home she loves.
But unknown to Kit, the Yankee war hero is
more than her bitterest enemy—he's also her
guardian. And he'll be a lot harder to kill than
she's figured on . . . Believing that Kit's a boy,
Cain offers the grubby rapscallion a job in his
stable. But he has no idea what he's in for, and
it's not long before the hero of Missionary Ridge
discovers the truth. His scamp of a stable boy is
a strong-willed, violet-eyed beauty who's hellbent on driving him crazy.
Hot Shot - Susan Elizabeth Phillips 1991-06
Severed from her family and everything familiar
for following her heart, former San Francisco
socialite Susannah Faulconer finds herself
learning lessons in survival and having to choose
between charismatic visionary Sam and troubled
corporate genius Mitch. Reissue.
First Star I See Tonight - Susan Elizabeth
Phillips 2016-08-23
A no-nonsense sports hero and a feisty female
detective go head-to-head in this funny, fresh,
seductive novel from the award winning NYT
bestselling author known for her unforgettable
characters, heartfelt emotion, and laugh out loud
humor. He's the former quarterback of the
Chicago Stars football team. She’s trying to
make a success of her very own detective
agency. Her first job? Follow him. Let's just say
it's not going well. Not well at all…. Piper Dove
is a woman with a dream—to become the best
detective in the city of Chicago. First job? Trail
former Chicago Stars quarterback, Cooper
Graham. The problem? Graham’s spotted her,
and he’s not happy. Which is why a great
detective needs a first rate imagination. “The
fact is . . . I’m your stalker. Not full-out barmy.
Just . . . mildly unhinged.” Piper soon finds

herself working for Graham himself, although
not as the bodyguard he refuses to admit he so
desperately needs. Instead, he’s hired her to
keep an eye on the employees at his exclusive
new nightclub. But Coop’s life might be in
danger, and Piper’s determined to protect him,
whether he wants it or not. (Hint: Not!) If only
she weren’t also dealing with a bevy of Middle
Eastern princesses, a Pakistani servant girl
yearning for freedom, a teenager who just wants
to fit in, and an elderly neighbor demanding that
Piper find her very dead husband. And then
there’s Cooper Graham,, a legendary sports hero
who always gets what he wants—even if what he
wants just might be an intrepid detective hell
bent on proving she’s as tough as he is. From
the bustling streets of Chicago to a windswept
lighthouse on Lake Superior to the glistening
waters of Biscayne Bay, two people who can’t
stand to lose will test themselves and each other
to discover what matters most.
The Hazard Family of Rhode Island, 1635-1894 Caroline Elizabeth Robinson 1896
Natural Born Charmer - Susan Elizabeth
Phillips 2009-10-13
Chicago Stars quarterback Dean Robillard is the
luckiest man in the world: a bona-fide sports
superstar and the pride of the NFL with a
profitable side career as a buff billboard model
for End Zone underwear. But life in the glory
lane has started to pale, and Dean has set off on
a cross-country trip to figure out what's gone
wrong. When he hits a lonely stretch of Colorado
highway, he spies something that will shake up
his gilded life in ways he can't imagine. A young
woman . . . dressed in a beaver suit. Blue Bailey
is on a mission to murder her ex. Or at least
inflict serious damage. As for the beaver suit
she's wearing . . . Is it her fault that life keeps
throwing her curveballs? Witness the expensive
black sports car pulling up next to her on the
highway and the Greek god stepping out of it.
Blue's career as a portrait painter is the perfect
job for someone who refuses to stay in one place
for very long. She needs a ride, and America's
most famous football player has an imposing set
of wheels. Now, all she has to do is keep him
entertained, off guard, and fully clothed before
he figures out exactly how desperate she is. But
Dean isn't the brainless jock she imagines, and
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Blue—despite her petite stature—is just about
the toughest woman Dean has ever met. They're
soon heading for his summer home where their
already complicated lives and inconvenient
attraction to each other will become entangled
with a charismatic but aging rock star; a
beautiful fifty-two-year-old woman trying to
make peace with her rock and roll past; an
eleven-year-old who desperately needs a family;
and a bitter old woman who hates them all. As
the summer progresses, the wandering portrait
artist and the charming football star play a highstakes game, fighting themselves and each other
for a chance to have it all. Natural Born Charmer
is for everyone who's ever thought about leaving
their old life in the dust and never looking back.
New York Times bestselling author Susan
Elizabeth Phillips takes us home again . . . and
shows us where love truly lives
Room - Emma Donoghue 2017-05-07
Kidnapped as a teenage girl, Ma has been locked
inside a purpose built room in her captor's
garden for seven years. Her five year old son,
Jack, has no concept of the world outside and
happily exists inside Room with the help of Ma's
games and his vivid imagination where objects
like Rug, Lamp and TV are his only friends. But
for Ma the time has come to escape and face
their biggest challenge to date: the world
outside Room.
Honey Moon - Susan Elizabeth Phillips
2003-01-01
A New York Times Bestselling Author She has a
crazy name, a heart full of hope, and a passion
for making dreams come true. . . . Honey Jane
Moon was a South Carolina orphan, discovered
by Hollywood and made into a child star. Now
she's all grown up, but her life is still a dramatic
roller coaster. Two men know how fiercely she
lives and loves. But what Honey wants most of
all is the family she never had . . .
Dance Away with Me - Susan Elizabeth Phillips
2020-06-09
At long last, the legendary New York Times
bestselling author returns with a heartfelt novel
of womanhood, a wild heart, and the healing
power of love. Run, run, as fast as you can!
When life throws her one setback too many,
midwife and young widow Tess Hartsong takes
off for Runaway Mountain. In this small town
high in the Tennessee mountains, surrounded by

nature, she hopes to outrun her heartbreak and
find the solace she needs to heal. But instead of
peace and quiet, she encounters an enigmatic
artist with a craving for solitude, a fairy-tale
sprite with too many secrets, a helpless infant, a
passel of curious teens, and a town suspicious of
outsiders, especially one as headstrong as Tess.
Just as headstrong is Ian North, a difficult, gifted
man with a tortured soul—a man who makes
Tess question everything. In running away to
this new life, Tess wonders— Has she lost
herself . . . or has she found her future?
Lady Be Good - Susan Elizabeth Phillips
2009-10-13
“[A] sexy and whimsical modern fairy tale.”
—Greensboro News & Record “The always-funny
Susan Elizabeth Phillips…has the heat turned up
all the way for this one.” —Detroit Free Press
The only four-time recipient of the Romance
Writer’s of America’s prestigious Favorite Book
of the Year Award, the incomparable Susan
Elizabeth Phillips is one of America’s most
beloved authors—and Lady Be Good is one of the
perennial New York Times bestseller’s hottest,
funniest, and most delightfully wild romance
novels. The uproarious tale of a proper English
headmistress hell-bent on destroying her
reputation and a disgraced Texas athlete
playboy determined to salvage his own, Lady Be
Good is funny, sexy, and irrefutable proof of the
Minneapolis Star-Tribune’s assertion that “Next
to Tracy and Hepburn, no one does romantic
comedy better than Susan Elizabeth Phillips.”
Glitter Baby - Susan Elizabeth Phillips
2009-10-06
Welcome to the world of the Glitter Baby Fleur
Savagar is the most beautiful woman in the
world . . . to everyone but herself. With her
oversized hands and paddle-boat feet, her
streaky blond hair and funny green eyes, she
lives a life filled with secrets that began before
she was born. That was when her bewitching
mother left home to find James Dean and met
Errol Flynn instead. Now Fleur has to grow up
quickly, and life won't make that easy. Jake
Koranda is both New York's most brilliant
playwright and Hollywood's hottest actor.
Difficult, talented, and tormented, he has no
patience for international glamour girls, not
even ones with beautiful bodies and smart-aleck
mouths. But there's more to the Glitter Baby
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than shine, and Fleur's tougher than Jake
expects. Even with the odds stacked against her,
she's fiercely determined to discover the woman
she's destined to be. An ugly duckling who can't
believe she's turned into a swan . . . A tough-guy
movie star with a haunted past . . . In a land of
broken dreams, can two unlikely lovers trust
their hearts?
Call Me Irresistible - Susan Elizabeth Phillips
2011-01-18
Call Me Irresistible is the book Susan Elizabeth
Phillips fans have been craving. The beloved
New York Times bestselling author returns with
a delightfully sassy, sexy, and downright
irresistible tale of true love Texas style. Ted
Beaudine, one of Phillips’s most charming
characters (the adolescent heartbreaker from
her hilarious debut, Fancy Pants, and the new
college graduate from Lady Be Good) is now all
grown up and in a heap of romantic trouble all
his own—in a perfectly marvelous contemporary
romance that fans of Emily Giffin, Kristen
Hannah, and Elin Hilderbrand will simply adore.
This Heart of Mine - Susan Elizabeth Phillips
2009-03-17
New York Times bestselling author Susan
Elizabeth Phillips magic is vibrantly alive, and
it's on display in This Heart of Mine, the fifth
book in her wildly popular Chicago Stars series!
Molly Somerville loves her career as the creator
of the Daphne the Bunny children's book series,
but the rest of her life could use some
improvement. She has a reputation for trouble
that started even before she gave away her
fifteen-million-dollar inheritance. Then there's
her long-term crush on the quarterback for the
Chicago Stars football team her sister
owns—that awful, gorgeous Kevin Tucker, a man
who can't even remember Molly's name! One
night Kevin barges into Molly's not-quite-perfect
life and turns it upside down. Unfortunately, the
Ferrari-driving riving, poodle-hating jock isn't as
shallow as she wishes he were, and she soon
finds herself at a place called Wind Lake.
Surrounded by paintbox cottages, including a
charming old bed-and-breakfast, Molly and
Kevin battle their attraction and each other as
they face one of life's most important lessons.
Sometimes love hurts, sometimes it makes you
mad as hell, and sometimes—if you're lucky—it
can heal in a most unexpected way.

Transforming Talk - Susan E. Phillips
2010-11-01
Heroes Are My Weakness - Susan Elizabeth
Phillips 2014-08-26
New York Times bestselling author Susan
Elizabeth Phillips is back with a delightful novel
filled with her sassy wit and dazzling charm.
He's a reclusive writer whose imagination
creates chilling horror novels. She's a down-onher-luck actress reduced to staging kids' puppet
shows. He knows a dozen ways to kill his
characters with his bare hands. She knows a
dozen ways to kill an audience with laughs. But
she's not laughing now. Annie Hewitt has
arrived on Peregrine Island in the middle of a
snowstorm and at the end of her resources.
She's broke, dispirited, but not quite ready to
give up. Her red suitcases hold the puppets she
uses to make her living: sensible Dilly, spunky
Scamp, and Leo, the baddest of bad guys. Her
puppets, the romantic novels she loves, and a
little bit of courage are all she has left. Annie
couldn't be more ill prepared for what she finds
when she reaches Moonraker Cottage or for the
man who dwells in Harp House, the mysterious
mansion that hovers above the cottage. When
she was a teenager, he betrayed her in a way
she can never forget or forgive. Now they're
trapped together on a frozen island along with a
lonely widow, a mute little girl, and townspeople
who don't know how to mind their own business.
Is he the villain she remembers, or has he
changed? Her head says no. Her heart says yes.
It's going to be a long, hot winter.
Fancy Pants - Susan Elizabeth Phillips
2022-01-25
She was the most beautiful British bauble in
Europe's jet-set playground. Now she's broke,
furious, and limping down a backwoods road in
an ugly pink Southern Belle gown. He was tall,
lean, and All-American gorgeous. He liked his
brews cold and women loved to keep him warm.
So why is he stopping his car for this
woebegone, surly Scarlett?
Nobody's Baby But Mine - Susan Elizabeth
Phillips 2009-10-13
“Outrageous, heartwarming, wonderfully
sensual…I loved it!” —Jayne Anne Krentz “For
sheer fun, nobody beats Nobody’s Baby But
Mine.” —Detroit Free Press The Minneapolis
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Star-Tribune writes, “Next to Tracy and
Hepburn, no one does romantic comedy better
than Susan Elizabeth Phillips.” For proof, you
need to look no further than Nobody’s Baby But
Mine. This classic comic love story from
perennial New York Times bestseller Phillips
unites a beautiful, brainy scientist desperate to
be a mom with a brawny, smoking hot jock who,
though handsome enough to father her child, is
nowhere near as stupid as she wants her baby’s
daddy to be. Emily Giffin, Jane Green, and
Rachel Gibson fans take note: when it comes to
delivering delightfully funny, supremely sexy
contemporary women’s fiction, nobody but
nobody is better than Susan Elizabeth Phillips.
Just Imagine - Susan Elizabeth Phillips
2001-09-04
The War Between the States may be over for the
rest of the country, but not for Kit Weston.
Disguised as a boy, she's come to New York City
to kill Baron Cain, the man who stands between
her and Risen Glory, the South Carolina home
she loves. But unknown to Kit, the Yankee war
hero is more than her bitterest enemy—he's also
her guardian. And he'll be a lot harder to kill
than she's figured on . . . Believing that Kit's a
boy, Cain offers the grubby rapscallion a job in
his stable. But he has no idea what he's in for,
and it's not long before the hero of Missionary
Ridge discovers the truth. His scamp of a stable
boy is a strong-willed, violet-eyed beauty who's
hell-bent on driving him crazy. Two hard-headed,
passionate people . . . Two stubborn opponents
with tender souls . . . Sometimes wars of the
heart can only be won through the sweetest of
surrenders.
When Stars Collide - Susan Elizabeth Phillips
2021-06-29
#1 New York Times bestseller Susan Elizabeth
Phillips returns to her beloved Chicago Stars
series with a romance between a Chicago Stars
quarterback and one of the world’s greatest
opera singers—and a major diva. “Re-entering
the world of the Chicago Stars is like a beloved
friend come to call.” — #1 New York Times
bestselling author Robyn Carr Thaddeus Walker
Bowman Owens, the backup quarterback for the
Chicago Stars, is a team player, talented sideline
coach, occasional male underwear model, and a
man with a low tolerance for Divas. Olivia Shore,
international opera superstar, is a driven diva

with a passion for perfection, a craving for
justice, too many secrets—and a monumental
grudge against the egotistical, lowbrow jock
she’s been stuck with. It’s Mozart meets Monday
Night Football as the temperamental soprano
and stubborn jock embark on a nationwide tour
promoting a luxury watch brand. Along the way,
the combatants will engage in soul-searching
and trash talk, backstage drama and, for sure, a
quarterback pass. But they’ll also face trouble as
threatening letters, haunting photographs, and a
series of dangerous encounters complicate their
lives. Is it the work of an overzealous fan or
something more sinister? This is the emotional
journey of a brilliant woman whose career is
everything and a talented man who’ll never be
happy with second place. Tender and funny,
passionate and insightful, this irresistible
romantic adventure proves that anything can
happen…when two superstars collide.
The John Phillips Family - Emma Phillips
Paschal 1982
Dance Away with Me - Susan Elizabeth Phillips
2021-01-26
At long last, the legendary New York Times
bestselling author returns with a heartfelt novel
of womanhood, a wild heart, and the healing
power of love. Run, run, as fast as you can!
When life throws her one setback too many,
midwife and young widow Tess Hartsong takes
off for Runaway Mountain. In this small town
high in the Tennessee mountains, surrounded by
nature, she hopes to outrun her heartbreak and
find the solace she needs to heal. But instead of
peace and quiet, she encounters an enigmatic
artist with a craving for solitude, a fairy-tale
sprite with too many secrets, a helpless infant, a
passel of curious teens, and a town suspicious of
outsiders, especially one as headstrong as Tess.
Just as headstrong is Ian North, a difficult, gifted
man with a tortured soul--a man who makes Tess
question everything. In running away to this new
life, Tess wonders-- Has she lost herself . . . or
has she found her future?
Fancy Pants - Susan Elizabeth Phillips 2005-03
Handsome, brew-guzzling American Dallas
Beaudine encounters British playgirl Francesca
Day on a backwoods English lane, and the two
discover a chemistry that allows their respective
natures--akin to oil and water--to mix. Reprint.
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25,000 first printing.
Federal Register - 1984-08-27
It Had to Be You - Susan Elizabeth Phillips
2013-05-14
The Windy City isn't quite ready for Phoebe
Somerville—the outrageous, curvaceous New
York knockout who has just inherited the
Chicago Stars football team. And Phoebe is
definitely not ready for the Stars' head coach,
former gridiron legend Dan Calebow, a sexist
jock taskmaster with a one-track mind. Calebow
is everything Phoebe abhors. And the sexy new
boss is everything Dan despises—a meddling
bimbo who doesn't know a pigskin from a
pitcher's mound. So why is Dan drawn to the
shameless sexpot like a heat-seeking missile?
And why does the coach's good ol' boy charm
leave cosmopolitan Phoebe feeling awkward,
tongue-tied . . . and ready to fight? The sexy,
heartwarming, and hilarious "prequel" to This
Heart of Mine—Susan Elizabeth Phillips's New
York Times bestselling blockbuster—It Had To
Be You is an enchanting story of two stubborn
people who believe in playing for keeps.
Heaven, Texas - Susan Elizabeth Phillips
2009-10-13
All hell breaks loose when two unforgettable
people discover love, laughter, passion — and a
match that can only be made in Heaven. Come
heck or high water, Gracie Snow is determined
to drag the legendary ex-jock Bobby Tom Denton
back home to Heaven, Texas, to begin shooting
his first motion picture. Despite his dazzling
good looks and killer charm, Bobby Tom has
reservations about being a movie star — and no
plans to cooperate with a prim and bossy Ohio
wallflower whom he can’t get off his mind or out
of his life. Instead, the hell-raising playboy
decides to make her over from plain Jane to
Texas wildcat. But nothing’s more dangerous
than a wildcat with an angel’s heart in a town
too small for a bad boy to hide.
Duchess for a Day - Peggy Waide 1999
In a plot to regain her usurped fortune, young
Jocelyn marries the Duke of Wilcott, England's
premier bachelor, without his knowledge. She
intends to get an annulment, but after one
breathless kiss, Jocelyn knows she'll be duchess
for a lifetime.
Dream a Little Dream - Susan Elizabeth

Phillips 2009-10-13
A Desperate Young Mother Rachel Stone's bad
luck has taken a turn for the worse. With an
empty wallet, a car's that's spilling smoke, and a
five-year-old son to support, she's come home to
a town that hates her. But this determined
young widow with a scandalous past has learned
how to be a fighter. And she'll do anything to
keep her child safe—even take on. . . A man With
No Heart Gabe Bonner wants to be left alone,
especially by the beautiful outcast who's invaded
his property. She has a ton of attitude, a talent
for trouble, and a child who brings back bad
memories. Yet Rachel's feisty spirit might just be
heaven-sent to save a tough, stubborn man. Dare
To Dream Welcome to Salvation, North
Carolina—where a man who's forgotten what
tenderness means meets a woman with nothing
to lose. here two endearing lovers will set off on
a funny, touching journey of the heart. . .to a
place where dreams just might come true.
Risen Glory - Susan Elizabeth Phillips
1984-11-01
Determined to reclaim the magnificent Risen
Glory plantation wrongfully inherited by Baron
Cain, her Yankee stepbrother, Kit Weston finds
Baron in New York and their love-hate
relationship is tested by a stormy marriage
Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents 1982
What I Did for Love - Susan Elizabeth Phillips
2009-01-27
When actress Georgie York's film career hits
rock bottom along with her marriage, the
paparazzi has a field day with her misfortune,
which is only complicated by the reappearance
of her sexy, unscrupulous former costar,
Bramwell Shepard.
Conservation Project Support - Institute of
Museum Services 1985
First Lady - Susan Elizabeth Phillips 2000
How does the most famous woman in the world
hide in plain sight? The beautiful young widow of
the President of the United States thought she
was free of the White House, but circumstances
have forced her back into the role of First Lady.
Congressional Record - United States.
Congress 1967
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